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Abstract—Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have shown great promise
as sensing elements in nanoelectromechanical sensors. In this
review paper, we discuss the electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical properties of CNTs that are used in such applications.
This investigation indicates which nanotube properties should
be carefully considered when designing nanotube-based sensors.
We then present the primary techniques that have been used for
the integration of nanotubes into devices and proceed to give a
description of sensors that have been developed using CNTs as
active sensing elements.
Index Terms—Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), integration, nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION
INCE their discovery [1], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have
shown great promise for applications in the field of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) that are devices integrating
electrical and mechanical components with critical dimensions
100 nm. CNTs have been considered as possible replacements for silicon-based circuits due to their attractive electrical
properties [2]. The fact that individual nanotubes can be either
metallic conductors or semiconductors allows them to be used
to construct transistors and the connections between transistors,
which make up the components of integrated circuits. This can
be a major boon as shrinking conventional CMOS silicon transistors is approaching fundamental physical limits. The potential implementation of these CNT-based circuits will allow for
the continued reduction in transistor dimensions, an important
factor for increasing IC performance.
Not only are the electrical properties of interest, CNTs also
exhibit remarkable mechanical properties, possessing a tensile
strength greater than any other known materials [3]. These
unique properties have led to their use in areas as diverse as
sensors, actuators, field-emitting flat panel displays, and energy
and gas storage. The electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical properties of CNTs, and, in particular, how they can be
applied towards constructing CNT-based NEMS sensors, are
the focus of this paper.
In order for NEMS devices to be efficiently and reliably manufactured, the ability to accurately position CNTs on a substrate
is of vital importance. Thus, it would be difficult to discuss
CNT-based devices without considering the methods of inte-
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grating nanotubes into devices. Several methods have been developed for this purpose; generally, these methods can be divided under two broad subgroups: in-situ growth or postgrowth
manipulation. In-situ growth techniques involve the use of catalytic particles patterned directly onto a substrate to control the
positions in which CNTs are grown. Postgrowth manipulation
techniques focus on moving previously synthesized nanotubes
into their desired positions. Both methods are to be discussed,
but the emphasis will be given to postgrowth techniques. With
this understanding, the types of sensors that have been fabricated using CNTs will be subsequently described.
II. CARBON NANOTUBE STRUCTURE
The structure of the single-walled CNT can be considered
as a single seamless, rolled up graphene sheet. The graphene
sheet consists of a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms. Singlewalled nanotubes (SWNT) consist of a single such sheet with a
typical diameter of 1–1.5 nm [4], while multiwalled nanotubes
(MWNT) consist of many such sheets, with layers rolled up
one inside the other, with typical diameters ranging from 5 nm
to hundreds of nanometers [5]. The diameter of such tubes is
strongly dependant on the size of the catalyst particles used to
produce them [5].
If the structure is cut along its tube axis and unraveled into
a planar sheet, the measure of the nanotube’s chirality can be
determined. This parameter, along with the tube diameter, has
strong implications on the conductivity of the nanotube [6].
Imagine that, by cutting the nanotube structure along its tube
axis, a graphene sheet is formed as shown in Fig. 1, where one
side of the sheet coincides with the dashed tube axis on the left,
and the other side of the sheet coincides with dashed tube axis
(Fig. 1) is obtained by conon the right. The chiral vector
necting one carbon bonding site on the left tube axis to the coinciding carbon bonding site on the right tube axis, forming the
circumference of the nanotube’s circular cross section. That is,
the origin (0,0) and point C correspond to the same point on the
nanotube. This vector is specified by a pair of integers
that relate to two unit vectors
and
[6]. If
, the nanotube is known as “armchair.” The tube
. For all other conis called “zigzag” in the case where
figurations where chiral angles (Fig. 1) are in between 0 and
30 , the tubes are of “chiral” type [6].
III. ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, AND ELECTROMECHANICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF SWNT
A. Electrical Properties
It has been theoretically predicted that the properties of a nanotube are sensitively dependent on the tube diameter and chiral
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Fig. 1. Planar graphene sheet. Construction of the CNT can be achieved by
rolling the sheet along the wrapping vector , such that the origin coincides
with point C, a nanotube indicated by indices (11,7) is formed [6].

C

angle, both of which are functions of and of the chiral vector
. Armchair nanotubes
are metallic. For all other
(where is
tubes, there are two possibilities. If
an integer), the tubes are expected to be metallic; otherwise, the
tubes are semiconducting with an energy gap of approximately
0.5 eV [6]. In the semiconducting case, the energy gap is dependent on the tube diameter, with increasing diameters leading to
decreased energy gaps [6].
Odom et al. [7] showed experimentally the metallic and
semiconducting behaviors of different SWNTs. Fig. 2 shows
selected results of the reported data. Using scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), they determined both the chiral angles and
diameters of the different nanotubes, parameters that can easily
based on geometric considerations.
be converted to and
Current versus voltage was then measured on specific sites
along the nanotube. The near-constant, nonzero conductance
(11,2) SWNT (Fig. 2, top) shows qualitatively that the nanotube is metallic, although the upturn in the I-V curve at higher
biases shows that the metallic tubes retain a certain degree
of semiconducting character. This upturn has been explained
by the saturation of the current at high biases due to optical
phonon scattering [8]. The behavior exhibited by a (14,3)
SWNT (Fig. 2, bottom) shows that the nanotube is a moderate
gap semiconductor. These results are in agreement with the
predicted theoretical rules concerning the components of the
chiral vector, illustrating the remarkable electronic property
of a SWNT that subtle changes in its structure can alter the
classification as either metallic or semiconducting.
Since the energy gap of the semiconducting SWNT is inversely proportional to its diameter, researchers are able to produce devices with different energy gaps, from 0 (metallic nanotubes) to more than 1 eV (which is roughly that of silicon)
as well as values in between [2]. Thus, it is possible to control
the bandgap energy without doping, which would be required in
conventional silicon-based devices. Therefore, nanotube-based
devices can be created that turn on and off at voltages customizable to a specific application.

Fig. 2. Normalized conductance (V/I) dI/dV versus bias voltage V, and current I versus bias voltage V (inset). Top figure corresponds to a metallic (11,2)
SWNT; the bottom, a semiconducting (14,3) SWNT. The various lines indicate
the measurements obtained from different tube locations [7].

Due to their small diameters and large aspect ratio [2], CNTs
are one-dimensional structures, exhibiting unique electronic
characteristics. Resistance in most materials is largely due to
conduction electrons colliding with defects in the crystal structure of the material. These collisions cause electrons to deviate
from their paths. It is the scattering of these electrons that
gives rise to resistance. Inside CNTs, electrons are not easily
scattered. Since conduction electrons can only travel forwards
or backwards, backscattering and scattering through defects are
major causes of electrical resistance. For semiconducting nanotubes, backscattering is the major cause of resistivity, but for
metallic nanotubes backscattering has been found to be largely
absent. For high-quality metallic nanotubes, the major source
of resistivity at low bias is scattering by acoustic phonons [9],
which is a weak form of scattering. Thus, reduced scattering in
metallic CNTs leads to their very low resistances [10].
High-quality metallic nanotubes at low biases ( 200 meV)
are ballistic conductors [11]. Low energy electrons can travel
several micrometers without collision at room temperature although for higher biases the electrons are scattered by optical
phonons, leading to a scattering distance that is more than 100
times shorter [12]. This is very striking when one considers that
an excellent conductor such as copper has conduction electrons
that will travel for about 40 nm, at most, before they scatter
[2]. Semiconducting nanotubes can also achieve ballistic conduction on the scale of several hundred nanometers. Li et al.
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have verified ballistic conductivity for several nanotubes measuring 0.4 cm in length [13], showing that the excellent low resistances of CNTs extend over large lengths. These results are
m, which is applicable for
consistent with a resistance of 6 k
lengths that can vary over four orders of magnitude. However,
it should be noted that this resistance change is an approximation, as both experimental [14] and theoretical [15] studies have
indicated that even over shorter scales of microns, the change
in resistance with respect to length is nonlinear. The overall excellent conductivity is nevertheless important in exploiting nanotube properties over the various length scales over which a device may be designed to operate.
As has been shown by Collins et al., electrical properties of
SWNTs can undergo extreme changes in the presence of even
small concentrations of gases such as oxygen [16]. Exposure to
oxygen will change the resistance by a dramatic 10%–15%, presenting a number of implications. Among them is an application
for chemical sensors, which will be discussed in Section VI-C.
Perhaps more interestingly, this chemical sensitivity allows one
to reversibly “tune” the resistance of an existing nanotube to a
desired specification. For example, a hitherto semiconducting
nanotube can be tuned into a metallic nanotube. Another implication is that the operating conditions of a device using nanotubes can have serious effects on its performance, a change that
is potentially unwanted and that designers must take into consideration.
B. Mechanical Properties
Nanotubes possess remarkable mechanical properties because they are essentially rolled up graphene sheets. Graphite is
exceptionally strong with respect to in-plane deformations and
can support very large tension. Nanotubes have tensile strength
that is unmatched by any other known materials [3]. Not only
are nanotubes strong, but they are also extremely elastic. They
can reversibly bend to very large angles [17].
Simulations of the mechanical properties of nanotubes have
led to the conclusion that a 1 nm wide nanotube can be treated
as a hollow cylinder, subjected to the laws of continuum mechanics [17]. This is true of bending, torsion, and compression.
The atomic nature of the nanotube structure will only come into
play for very large deformations or at the limit of extreme tension. Numerous experimental studies have also been made to
determine the mechanical properties of nanotubes. In one such
study, Salvetat et al. measured the elastic and shear moduli of
SWNT ropes using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [3]. They
used a suspended beam configuration to perform their measurements (Fig. 3). Using the AFM tip to apply a load on the SWNT
ropes, which are essentially bundles of tubes packed together
in an orderly manner, they obtained the deflection versus applied force data. Young’s modulus and shear modulus were calculated based on these measurements. The results for several
nanotube ropes, of varying diameters and suspended lengths,
are presented in Table I. The mechanical properties of CNTs
are largely independent of their chirality.
Mechanical properties differ significantly between SWNTs
and MWNTs. Palaci et al. reported that the radial Young’s modulus of MWNTs strongly decreases with increasing radius [18].
External radii of about 2 nm show a Young’s modulus of about
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the Salvetat experiment: AFM is used to apply a load to
the nanotube rope and to determine the resulting deflection [3].

TABLE I
DIAMETER , SUSPENDED LENGTH , SLOPE OF THE FORCE DEFLECTION
CURVE, AND CALCULATED YOUNG’S AND SHEAR MODULI (
AND ,
RESPECTIVELY) OF THE NANOTUBE ROPES [3]

D

L

Er

G

400 200 GPa, dropping off to an asymptotic value an order
10 GPa for external radii 4 nm
of magnitude lower at 30
or greater. Considering mass production and repeatability, this
shows the importance for sensors to use a homogeneous set of
CNTs, both of type (SWNT versus MWNT) and of radius, as
mechanical properties change dramatically as these variables
are altered.
Because of their large tensile modulus (on the order of 1 TPa),
nanotubes have often been discussed as potential target components of nanoscale fiber-reinforced composites for mechanical applications. They may either be dispersed individually, or
be incorporated as filamentary bundles or ropes. One application is in composites, where carbon fiber type materials have
been demonstrated as having the potential for unprecedented
mechanical properties. Andrews et al. found that using a 5%
loading of SWNTs, the resulting nanotube composite carbon
fibers increased tensile strength by 90% and modulus by 150%
[19].
The mechanical properties of nanotubes can be altered
through controlled breakage. Marques et al. described the
breakage of MWNTs through necking [20] in order to obtain
an isolated SWNT; further tensile stress leads to the formation
of a single chain of carbon atoms as the SWNT is in high
tension, eventually leading to a total breakage. As opposed to
the brittleness of graphite, they noted that some SWNTs exhibit
an impressive elastic range, with an elongation of over 50%.
This ductile behavior is attributed to vacancy defects within
nanotubes. This change from brittle to ductile behavior shows
yet again the flexibility of CNT properties, allowing for devices
to use irradiated nanotubes [21] with special properties.
C. Electromechanical Properties
Due to the potential integration of CNTs in electromechanical
devices (especially for sensors), the effect of mechanical defor-
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Fig. 4. (a) Structures of the isolated bent nanotubes used in the Rochefort calculations; numbers represent the bending angles (angle between the vertical and
the bent segment). (b) Schematic of the model used in the computation [23].

mation on the electrical properties of CNTs has been of keen interest. Most of the research in this area has focused on metallic
CNTs because it is mainly their changes in conductance, when
a specific deformation is applied, that is of interest for NEMS
sensor development.
A few early studies concluded that bending distortions of
CNTs would have negligible effects on its electrical properties
[22]. However, this was limited only to small distortions. Frequently, strong deformations and kinks are developed due to
van der Waals forces between nanotubes and the substrate on
which they are placed. The nanotubes tend to follow the curvature of the metal electrode on which they are placed and follow
the topography of the substrate to maximize their adhesion energy [23]. Rochefort et al. [23] calculated the effects of large
nanotube bending deformations on its electronic properties. A
finite length armchair (6,6) CNT was modeled to be contained
between two infinite gold pads [Fig. 4(b)]. A factor, , was defined as the ratio of the average electrostatic potential of the
nanotube and the applied voltage between the gold pads. When
, it can be interpreted that one of the electrodes is weakly
coupled to the nanotube, as when the nanotube is probed with
, the interpretation is that the elecan STM tip. For
trode-nanotube-electrode coupling is strong and symmetric. Results of differential conductance and resistance versus the applied voltage for different bending angles are presented in Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, it can be seen how the differential conductance
curve changes as the bending angle of the nanotubes is varied;
thus, the bending of nanotubes increases their resistance. For
low bending angles, changes in conductance are small, which
is in agreement with the earlier analytical studies of [22]. However, there exists a critical bending angle (between 45 and 60 )
above which conduction in the nanotube decreases dramatically.
At this critical bending angle, the strain is strong enough to lead
to kinks. The conductance decrease is thought to be caused by
electron hybridization effects due to the increased curvature produced by high-angle bending [23].

Fig. 5. Differential (top) conductance and (bottom) resistance of the bent tubes.
(a) Case for  = 0 and (b) case for  = 0:5 [23].

Tombler et al. [24] conducted an experimental study on the
effects of local-probe manipulations on the electrical properties
of the nanotubes. This work is similar to the analytical study
of Rochefort et al. [23], in the sense that nanotubes are being
examined under bending conditions. The main difference, however, lies in the fact an AFM tip was used to cause the bending
in the nanotube. The AFM tip not only caused global deformation in the nanotube structure, but also local deformation in the
proximity of the tip. This local deformation was not considered
in the Rochefort simulations, in which the structure was modeled to be uniformly bent.
The experimental setup in Tombler et al. [24] consisted of a
metallic SWNT suspended over metal electrodes on a SiO Si
substrate. Part of the SWNT length was suspended over a trench
etched into the SiO surface. The mechanical bending of the
suspended SWNT was achieved by the AFM tip located over
the center of the nanotube, while its conductance was recorded
at the electrodes (Fig. 6). The suspended nanotube was pushed
into the trench as the device stage was moved upward; then it
was retracted. This was repeated many times. The cyclic movement of the stage was accompanied by the measurement of the
and the conductance of the nanotube
cantilever deflection
sample as functions of time.
, along with the initial tip-toThe cantilever deflection
and stage position , can be used to detertube distance
mine the nanotube deflection at the center point of the nanotube. This deflection, from simple geometry, is calculated as
. The deflection , in turn, was used to de, where
fine a global strain parameter
is the suspended nanotube length. This parameter is essentially
the ratio of the change in length of the nanotube and its original length, assuming that the deflected SWNT is pivoted at the
edges of the trench and forms a triangle with its original con, is the angle
figuration. Another parameter,
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup of the Tombler experiment: (top) top view of the
device and (bottom) side view of the AFM pushing experiment [24].

between the deflected nanotube and its undeflected configuration. Both of these parameters ( and ) were used to gauge the
amount of deflection in the suspended nanotube beam.
The results shown in Fig. 7 describe the cantilever deflecand conductance G as functions of time. The deflection
tion shows a cyclic behavior as the stage was moved upward
and retracted repeatedly. For this particular data set, the iniwas 8 nm, and the stage moving
tial tip-to-tube distance
range was 100 nm. The maximum beam and nanotube deflecnm and
nm, respectively. It can
tions were
clearly be observed from Fig. 7 that as the AFM tip pushes to deflect the nanotube, the tube conductance decreases continuously,
and the conductance recovers as the tip is retracted. This is true
during each cycle of the beam deflection. At the maximum nannm, corresponding to
and
otube deflection
, the conductance decreased by more than two orders of
magnitude. This general behavior of increased bending leading
to decreased conductance is in compliance with analytical predictions [24].
Similar studies were performed by Minot et al. [25]. Their results showed a comparable trend in conductance changes. Differences exist in the magnitude of conductance changes with
strain and the minimum strain angle where a significant conductance change begin: for strain values of 2%, conductance decreased by about 35%. Recall that at 2% strain, Tombler et al.
found a decrease of two orders of magnitude in conductivity.
The variations can be attributed to the specific nanotube types
used in the experiments.
It is interesting to note that both the electrical conductance
and the mechanical deformations are highly reversible. The implication is that the observed change in sample conductance
is due solely to the mechanical deformation of the nanotube

Fig. 7. Cantilever deflection and nanotube conductance during repeated cycles
of pushing the suspended SWNT [24].

caused by the tip movement [24]. This property implies that
electromechanical nanotubes-based sensors can be made reliable over many use cycles.
Fig. 8 shows the conductance as a continuous function of
global deformation strain , and deflection angle (inset). For
small bending angles of
, conductance decreases slowly;
then, at higher bending angles the decreases are much more significant. This data differs from the Rochefort simulations [23]
that demonstrate a large drop in conductance will not occur unless the equivalent bending angle is at least about 22.5 .
The departure of the experimental results from the simulations is mainly due to the fact that the AFM tip causes the nanotube to change its atomic bonding configuration in the tip prox, the SWNT retains
imity. At small bending angles
bonding throughout its entire structure [24]. As bending angle
increases, larger structural changes occur directly underneath
the AFM tip. In this case, the local bonding configuration near
to
. Furthermore, the bending
the tip will change from
of the nanotube in the local region around the AFM tip causes
a significant decrease in the number of -electrons. Since these
electrons are the main factor in electrical conductivity, we can
conclude that the AFM tip’s deflection effects (as opposed to
a global change in CNT diameter) are responsible for the decrease in conductivity. No such tip effects were considered in
the Rochefort simulations, where bending was considered to be
uniform.
The conductance changed by two orders of magnitude at
when using an AFM tip, which is contrasted by the predicted value that conductance changes only by tenfold at most,
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Fig. 8. Experimental results of SWNT conductance G versus strain  . Inset
shows its conductance G versus deflection angle  . Note:  does not scale linearly with  [24].

at
, when using the Rochefort model where there is no
tip involvement [24]. The implication is that if one designs a
sensor using bending nanotubes as the sensing mechanism, application of local probe (tip) manipulation should be considered
in order to increase the sensitivity of the NEMS device.
Cao et al. [26] investigated the electromechanical properties
of SWNT under tensile stretching. Both metallic and semiconducting nanotubes were examined. They defined a nanotube as
. If
, where
is
metallic only when
an integer, they referred to the nanotube as quasimetallic (or
small band-gap semiconducting, SGS-SWNT); otherwise, the
nanotube is semiconducting. An experimental setup was devised
to be similar to the one used in [24] for the local probe manipulation experiments. The setup consisted of an individual SWNT
suspended over a micromechanical poly-silicon cantilever and a
solid terrace. The SWNT rests on molybdenum (Mo) electrodes
on both sides (Fig. 9). The silicon substrate can be applied with
a voltage as it acts as a gate for the Mo source and drain.
To apply tensile stretching of the suspended nanotube, an
AFM tip was used to push the cantilever, causing the cantilever
to bend downwards. The tip was retracted once the desired beam
deflection was obtained. This was repeated over numerous cycles. The device allowed for uniform tensile stretching because
no tip was in contact with the nanotube during manipulation.
The beam deflection and electrical conductance changes were
measured and recorded as functions of time.
By taking into account the vertical coordinate , the initial tip-to-cantilever distance , and the AFM tip deflection
, the beam deflection
can be calculated by
geometric considerations. A global strain parameter was then
,
defined by taking into account the beam deflection
the original suspended nanotube length, and the slack in the
nanotube. This parameter is essentially the ratio of the change
in nanotube length to its original length.
Without considering the stretching of the nanotube for the
moment, the SGS-SWNT will exhibit a varying conductance at
different gate voltages when bias voltage is held at a constant
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Fig. 9. (Top) Schematic of the device for nanotube stretching, catalyst on both
sides of the suspended beam was used for nanotube growth. (Bottom) A tensile
stretching mechanism utilizes an AFM tip applied on the cantilever [26].

level. However, the conductance never reaches zero. For a semiconducting nanotube (S-SWNT) under similar conditions, the
characteristics of the tube behave like a P-type field
effect transistor, in which there is no conductance at the gate
voltage of 0 V (i.e., the OFF position). For a metallic nanotube
(M-SWNT), conductance is constant at different gate voltages.
These characteristics of the three types of nanotubes were shown
experimentally by Cao [26].
Fig. 10 shows the results for the SGS-SWNT over repeated
stretching. In this case, the gate voltage was held at 0 V, and the
bias voltage was held at 10 mV. In Fig. 10(a), it can be seen that
as the AFM deflection increased above 40 nm, the current sud, the condenly dropped. Generally, for small strain
ductance in suspended SWNT was found to be highly reversible
upon repeated stretching and releasing, which is the case for
this SGS-SWNT [Fig. 10(a)]. However, beyond 1% strain, irreversible changes to the device conductance occurred [26]. The
conductance decreased by about one order of magnitude at the
was measured
maximum strain point. An initial resistance of
to be 250 k for one nanotube. Using the above strain analversus strain
ysis, a normalized resistance change
curve was obtained [Fig. 10(b)]. This curve shows that resis, and more
tance increases linearly for small strain
dramatically at higher strains. The behavior is highly repeatable
over continuous pushing cycles. The inset of Fig. 10(b) shows
the data for a different SGS-SWNT with an initial resistance of
k , also exhibiting similar characteristics.
Cao et al. [26] also performed similar experiments on semiconducting nanotubes (S-SWNT) and found that the piezoresistive effect is much less prominent compared to SGS-SWNT.
This effect is even further diminished in the case of metallic
nanotubes (M-SWNT). Cao et al. qualitatively explained these
electromechanical characteristics through theories of band-gap
changes. However, the results do not agree well quantitatively.
The resistance changes in both metallic and quasimetallic tubes
are larger than what is expected from band-gap theories. Although this is not clearly understood, they attempted to explain
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Fig. 10. (a) Experimental data of cantilever deflection and current for a SGSSWNT. (b) Normalized resistance change versus strain for two different SGSSWNTs [26].

the deviation by suggesting that there may be local deformations
at the edges of the suspended beam. Also, contact resistance between the Mo electrodes and the nanotubes were relatively high,
due to the slight oxidation of the electrodes.
These reported results demonstrate that quasimetallic SWNTs
are to be preferred for highly sensitive CNT-based strain sensors. The stretching mode of nanotube deformation is also to
be preferred to the bending mode of deformation, as it displays
greater resistance changes at lower strain while displaying a
greater linearity in the changes.
Conventional doped silicon strain gauges can have a piezoreof approximately 200. This
sistive gauge factor
ratio can reach as much as 600 to 1000 in the linear range of
quasimetallic SWNTs [26]. The gauge factor of CNTs has also
been shown to be affected by doping. For example, films of
CNTs doped with iodine changed their piezoresistive gauge
factor from 65 in undoped films to 125 for doped films [27].
Individual SWNTs should be similarly affected, due to the
effect that doping has on the Fermi level and density of states
of SWNTs [28].
IV. CNT GROWTH AND ELECTRODE CONTACT INTEGRATION
Reliable synthesis techniques of CNTs are essential for
the yielding of nondefective materials in desirable quantities.
The challenge also lies in producing nanotubes with specific
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for a specific application. Current synthesis
properties
techniques produce statistical distributions of chiralities, and,
thus, electrical properties [7]. The difficulty in obtaining
uniform electrical properties is a hurdle for the development
of CNT-based electronics [29]. Early methods of nanotube
production involved techniques such as electrical arc discharge
and laser ablation to produce nanotubes of the highest quality
in terms of graphitic structure [30]. The high processing temperature ensures perfect annealing of defects in the graphene
sheets. This is especially important in the synthesis of multiwalled CNTs (MWNT) in which defects are more likely to
occur. However, these methods also produce unwanted metal
catalysts. Nanotubes must be selectively removed from the
mixture. Other disadvantages of these techniques are that they
are relatively slow and expensive and are, therefore, not suitable
for mass production [30].
Structural defects in SWNTs are low irrespective of production methods [30]. Hence, alternative methods are often used
for their synthesis. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is used as
a method for SWNT growth at much lower temperatures compared to the two aforementioned techniques. CVD techniques
are categorized according to their energy source type. The technique is called thermal CVD when a heat source such as a resistive or inductive heater is used. CVD without prefix commonly refers to thermal CVD. Plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD)
is also used for nanotube growth where a plasma source is used
to create a glow discharge. PECVD has the advantage of compatibility with semiconductor processing due to its even lower
temperature requirements.
Metal catalysts are needed for nanotube growth by CVD or
PECVD. Experiments showed that nanotube diameters have
strong correlations with the catalyst particle size. Besides metal
catalyst particles, metal film catalysts can be (and are) used,
since at the high CNT growth temperatures, the films “ball up”
into particle-like forms. For this technique, there is a critical
film thickness beyond which no tubes will grow, a thickness
which increases with substrate temperature [31]. Studies have
shown metals that can be used as catalysts include Fe, Ni, Co,
and Mo [30].
For SWNTs grown off patterned catalysts on flat silicon substrates, the locations from which the SWNTs emanate can be
controlled by catalyst positioning. However, their orientations
are random. Directed growth of SWNTs parallel to the plane
of the substrate is first accomplished by Cassell et al [32]. Suspended SWNTs were grown from catalyst particles placed on
top of regularly patterned silicon tower structures. A piece of
polydimethylsilonxane (PDMS) elastomer was processed in an
oxygen plasma, then it was spin coated with a liquid-based catalyst precursor [Fig. 11(a)]. The liquid precursor contains small
amounts of iron and molybdenum chloride in its mixture. The
elastomer, acting as an “inked” stamp, was pressed down onto
a silicon substrate containing regular arrays of towers produced
by photoresist patterning and anisotropic etching [Fig. 11(b)].
The transferred catalysts were dried in an oven at 60 C for
5 min. The substrate was then heated in air at 400 C for 4
h, followed by calcination to remove the polymer component
which appeared in the liquid precursor [Fig. 11(d)]. The SWNTs
were produced on the substrate by CVD using methane at 900
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Fig. 12. Schematic experimental setup for enhanced CVD growth of SWNTs
[33].

Fig. 13. In-plane growth of CNTs. The image shows a 100-m-long nanotube
grown along towers [33].

Fig. 11. Schematic procedures for directed growth of suspended SWNTs [32].

C using a methane flow of 750 mL/min for 20 min [32]. This
process resulted in highly directional suspended SWNTs. Their
directions are determined by the pattern of the towers.
The yield of the directed growth method [32] is less than desirable. Interconnected nanotubes on the towers forming square
patterns only existed in scattered regions of the substrate. Correspondingly, Franklin et al. [33] provided an “enhanced” CVD
growth technique for high-yield growth of SWNTs. Extensive
networks of suspended SWNTs with a high-degree of orientation were obtained. This process is very similar to the directed CVD approach [32]. In this enhanced technique, substrates used for nanotube growth were once again lithographically patterned so that the wafers contained elevated features
(towers). The stamping process was used to coat the tower tops
with a liquid catalyst precursor. After calcinations, CVD growth
was carried out. The enhancement comes from a bulk amount of
conditioning catalyst (consisting of high surface area -alumina
loaded with iron oxide and molybdenum oxide) that was placed
upstream of the catalytically patterned substrate during the CVD
process (Fig. 12). The resulting yield is much higher than the
original synthesis approach. Using the enhanced system with the
upstream conditioning catalysts, a larger number of nanotubes
were grown off the towers on the downstream substrate, leading
to more extensive networks of interconnected tube-tower structures. With this enhanced technique, individual SWNTs with
length of up to 0.15 mm can be synthesized [33]. These long
SWNTs normally cross many towers in a straight line along the
CVD flow direction, as shown in Fig. 13. It was explained that
the conditioning process enhances SWNT growth by activation
of methane.
In this process, SWNTs were nucleated only on the tower
tops since the catalytic stamping methods do not place catalysts
on the underlying substrate. As SWNTs lengthen, the methane
flow keeps the nanotubes floating since the flow velocity near

the bottom surface is much lower than that near the tower tops.
Hence, the nanotubes cannot be “caught” by the bottom surface. The adjacent towers serve as “attachment points” for the
growing nanotubes. If the waving nanotubes contact these attachments points, the van der Waals interaction between the nanotubes and towers will hold the floating tubes in place [33].
Research into vertically aligned CNTs has also been conducted, using both plasma enhanced CVD and thermal CVD.
These out-of-plane nanotubes, shown in Fig. 14, have potential as field emitters in applications such as scanning probes,
microwave amplifiers, and parallel electron-beam lithography
[34]. Aside from the orientation, which can offer advantages for
certain device designs, PECVD allows for a significant lowering
of temperatures, ranging from room temperature to 100 C [35].
Such flexibility may prove to be critical for certain nanotubebased sensor applications. The plasma sources for PECVD can
vary, ranging from DC to RF to microwave to inductively coupled plasma reactors. As shown by Bower et al. [36], the electric
field arising from plasma significantly straightens the growth
of the CNTs. Using a microwave plasma of acetylene and ammonia, they grew vertically aligned CNTs. Upon turning this
field off, the growth was no longer strictly vertical, becoming
instead randomly oriented and coiled.
Thermal CVD has also been shown to produce vertically
grown CNTs. Lee et al., for example, placed metal domains on
a silicon substrate. When the density of metal domains reached
a certain value, steric hindrance caused the CNTs to initiate
vertically aligned growth [37].
The central idea of nanotube integration is to create electrical
contacts between a nanotube and the substrate, thereby creating
nanotubes-based devices. Several methods for establishing such
contacts after nanotube growth on a substrate have been demonstrated. Tombler et al. [24] used an approach involving methods
derived from Soh et al. [38] and Kong et al. [39]. First, a trench
was photolithographically patterned onto a silicon wafer oxidized with a layer of SiO . The substrate was then coated with
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Using electron-beam lithography, the PMMA layer was patterned to form wells at both sides
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Fig. 15. Ropes of SWNTs pinned, then released by wet etching [40].
Fig. 14. Array of out-of-plane grown nanotubes [34].

of the trench. After development, a few drops of suspended catalyst material were placed on the surface of the substrate, filling
the exposed PMMA wells. After the solvent dried, the remaining
PMMA was removed by liftoff, leaving patterned catalyst islands. This method for forming the catalyst pattern is different
from the aforementioned catalyst “stamping” technique [32],
[33] used for directed growth. Nanotubes were then grown by
CVD from one catalyst island to the other. The final step was
electron-beam lithography once again to place electrical contact
pads (Ti 15 nm/Au 60 nm) over the catalyst islands. The contact
pads fully covered the islands and extended over their edges by
about 0.5 m. It was found that contacts formed in this manner
often have desired low resistance, ranging from 20 k to several
M [38].
Another integration technique involves chemical etching of
the substrate. Walters et al. [40] suspended a rope of SWNTs
between electrode pads (Fig. 15). Ropes containing tens to hundreds of SWNTs bound by van der Waals forces were grown
by laser vaporization. These ropes were suspended in a solvent.
The Si substrate with a 100 nm thermally grown SiO layer was
dipped in the SWNT suspension to adhere the nanotube ropes to
the substrate. The rope-covered surface was then masked using
a copper grid. Chromium and gold were alternately evaporated
through the mask to form electrode pads that pinned the ropes to
the surface. Liftoff was performed to remove the copper mask.
Regions of the oxide not covered by the electrodes were etched
in HF to expose the silicon. Finally, a wet anisotropic etch in
KOH removes a silicon thickness of 0.5–1.5 m around the electrodes pads, leaving the rope of SWNTs to freely suspend over
the trench. It is important to note that the nanotubes were not
seriously affected by the etching processes.
Nygard and Cobden [41] used almost an identical approach
to create electrical contacts of an individual SWNT (instead
of ropes) suspended over a trench. CVD was used to grow
nanotubes directly onto the substrate. Instead of using a copper
mask for the evaporation of chromium and gold onto the nanotube ends, they instead opted for electron-beam lithography
patterned PMMA. After liftoff of the PMMA, only one HF wet
etch step was used to etch the SiO layer, leaving the nanotube

suspended. No anisotropic etch was performed afterward. The
wet isotropic etch was terminated by transferring the substrate
to water and then isopropanol, followed by drying in a nitrogen
steam. The main difference here, compared to the Walters
method [40], is that there is significant undercut underneath
the raised electrodes due to the SiO isotropic etching. Under
certain circumstances, the nanotubes were suspended between
the electrodes, while in other instances, they ended up draping
across the bottom of the trench. Nygard and Cobden theorized
that several factors influence the rate of successful suspension,
including trench depth and width, firmness of the pinning to
the electrodes, the straightness or the thickness of the tubes or
bundles, and the drying procedures [41].
The methods involving wet etching are not suitable for long
m suspended nanotubes. Due to forces related to viscous fluidic flow or surface tension, wet etching tends to pull
the suspended tubes. For long nanotubes, they often sag or are
swept away after the wet processing steps [42].
Franklin et al. [42] developed an approach for the integration processing of suspended nanotubes that circumvents wet
integration procedures. Molybdenum (Mo) is compatible with
high-temperature SWNT growth. Therefore, if Mo electrode
pairs were first fabricated onto the silicon substrate, SWNTs can
be subsequently grown from electrodes to opposing electrodes
to form bridges that are electrically connected to the Mo catalysts. The process starts with Mo film being deposited onto an
oxidized substrate by sputtering, resulting in a 50 nm Mo film.
Photolithography and dry etching form two opposing Mo electrodes. Photoresist was used as an etch mask for wet etching
the exposed SiO with a buffered HF solution. This step forms
trenches around the Mo electrodes. The photoresist was subsequently removed so that catalysts can be patterned on top of
the Mo electrodes. The patterning of catalysts involves electronbeam lithography. After the two catalyst islands were formed on
top of the Mo electrodes, CVD of methane was used for the directed growth of the nanotube from one electrode to the other.
The suspended nanotube synthesized in this manner is inherently electrically connected to the electrodes. The use of Mo was
the key in this process as this material seems to be the only metal
capable of withstanding the high CVD temperatures, while still
being compatible with the CNT growth chemistry. Other metals
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Fig. 16. CNT grown across a cantilever gap [42].

that have been attempted for use as pregrowth electrodes, such
as gold, titanium, tantalum, and tungsten, have been less successful [42]. For example, titanium and tantalum partially etch
during the CNT growth process, thereby increasing the electrodes’ resistivity to unusable levels.
Franklin et al. found that the Mo electrodes exhibited excellent conductivity after growth and allowed for ohmic contacts
with nanotubes. Measured resistivity was 20 k to 1 M , which
matches the previously mentioned Ti/Au electrodes of Soh et al.
[38]. Because no postgrowth processing is required, this technique is versatile in creating various structures. Fig. 16 shows
an example of a nanotube suspended over a cantilever and a terrace.
Although resistance was low at the contact points following
the nanotube growth, over time, this no longer seemed to be the
case. The relative increase in resistance is thought to be due to
the slight oxidation of the Mo in ambient conditions.
From a theoretical perspective, ballistic metallic nanotubes,
when ohmically contacted, can at best display two units of
quantum conductance; this leads to a resistivity limit of 6.5 k
[43]. By using palladium contacts for semiconducting singlewalled CNTs, Dai et al. were able to reach unprecedented low
levels of contact resistivity, with values consistently reaching
10 k for 300-nm-long nanotubes of varying diameters [44].
The authors note that length is critical, as resistivity increased
in longer nanotubes to 37 k . They also theorize that acoustic
phonons could account for the extra resistivity, and that low
temperatures should allow for the resistivity to approach 6.5k .
This work was subsequently verified by Chen et al. who tested
over one hundred single-walled CNT-based field effect transistors [45]. Of the three metals investigated as possible electrode
materials (gold, titanium, and palladium), the authors conclude
that Pd contacts provide the best performance.
As the aforementioned contact resistance research shows, significant work has been done to improve electrode-nanotube interaction, with palladium contacts being the most promising recent development. Nevertheless, various factors (e.g., type of
metal, temperature, positioning, CNT length) can affect contact

Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of controlled deposition of SWNT on chemically
functionalized lithographic pattern [46].

resistance, making contact resistance remain a serious concern
for CNT-based sensor designers.
V. POSTGROWTH MANIPULATION
A. Self-Assembly and Surface Functionalization
SWNTs can be grown from patterned catalysts deposited
on top of raised structures (e.g., patterned SiO towers).
The growth method involves either thermal CVD or plasma
enhanced CVD [30]. These methods seem to be capable of
reasonably controlling the locations and orientations of the
nanotube placements. However, if one works with a sample
of already prepared SWNTs, the challenge remains in accurately and predictably depositing the nanotubes at the desired
locations. Several methods have been explored for postgrowth
manipulation.
Liu et al. [46] reported a method of depositing SWNTs on
chemically functionalized nanolithographic templates. A suspension of nanotubes approximately 1 m long was produced
by sonicating purified SWNTs in N, N-dimethylformamide
(DMF). The sequence of controlled SWNT deposition is
shown in Fig. 17. An oxidized Si sample was functionalized
CH self-assembled monolayer
with methyl-terminated
(SAM) by immersion in pure hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS)
for 5 h at 150 C. After this treatment, the sample surface is
completely covered with a trimethylsilyl (TMS) monolayer.
The sample was then patterned by electron-beam lithography
to expose patterns on the TMS layer. A second SAM layer
was prepared on the exposed SiO pattern by functionalization
with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES). This resulted
in NH -terminated SAM layers filling in the electron-beam
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Fig. 18. Schematic of fluidic channels for flow assembly. (a) Nanowire
assembly is carried out by flowing a suspension of NWs inside the channel.
(b) Multiply crossed NWs can be obtained by changing flow direction sequentially [47].

exposed patterns (Fig. 17). The chemically patterned surface
was soaked in the nanotube suspension for 10 min, and rinsed
with methanol afterwards. SWNTs were preferentially attracted
to the NH functionalized surfaces, while no SWNTs were
CH functionalized surfaces [46]. Asobserved on the
sembly of nanotubes on patterned substrates showed that the
nanotubes often bridge or loop around patterned areas without
precise directional control [47].
Lewenstein et al. [48] demonstrated that the surface functionalization technique is a useful method for positioning nanotubes
in between pairs of electrodes, achieving near to 100% rate for
the placement of a nanotube in the desired region, but only
20%–50% of the nanotubes formed electrical contacts with the
electrodes due to the inability of shorter tubes to span their electrode gaps. It has also been demonstrated that this process can
be used for the production of large numbers of nanotube-based
circuits using a conventional microfabrication process [49]. The
limiting factor for the circuits is the success rate with which
electrical contacts can be assured. Greater purity nanotube suspensions and smaller electrode gaps would enable an increase in
the success rate at which reliable electrical contacts are formed
with this method.
B. Fluidic Manipulation
Huang et al. [47] investigated a technique of utilizing fluidic
alignment to assemble silicon nanowires (NW) into parallel arrays on a substrate. For the purposes of this nanotube-oriented
review, it should be noted that Huang et al. [47] suggested that
nanotubes can be interchanged with nanowires with no loss of
generality of the described techniques. Huang et al. developed
nanowire arrays by passing suspensions of the nanowires (NWs
suspended in ethanol solutions) through fluidic channel structures formed between a PDMS mold and a flat SiO Si substrate
[Fig. 18(a)]. The substrate used in flow assembly was functionalized with an NH -terminated SAM (both nanotube and
nanowire attracting) layer by immersion in APTES for 30 min.
Parallel arrays of nanowires were achieved with a single
flow. These arrays showed that the nanowires were all virtually aligned in the same direction as the flow. The nanowire
alignments extended over hundreds of micrometers, and were
limited by the length of the fluidic channels. The degree of
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alignment was controlled by fluidic flow rate. With increasing
flow rates, the amount of nanowires deviating from the flow
direction decreased. Additionally, the nanowire surface coverage within the channels can be controlled by flow durations.
Huang et al. showed that the nanowire density increased with
increasing flow durations [47].
Nanowires can be organized into complex crossed arrays
with the use of a “layer-by-layer” scheme. For example, the
formation of crossbar structures can be achieved by alternating the flow in orthogonal directions in a two-step assembly
process. This required that the nanowire-substrate interaction
is sufficiently strong that sequential flow steps do not affect the
preceding ones [47]. Again, the spacing of the crossbars was
controlled by flow durations, and the alignment by flow rates.
Even more complex structures, such as an equilateral triangle
of nanowires was obtained by a three step assembly process.
Similarly, Salalha et al. [50] studied nanowire alignment
using a dilute drop of nanowire solution within a microchannel.
However, the flow in this case was caused by thermocapillary
motion. Thermocapillary motion operates on the principle of
creating a temperature gradient, which, in turn, creates a difference in surface tension between the front and rear menisci of
the droplet. As the droplet moved, most of the nanowires (85%)
aligned themselves with the streamlines, and some were deposited on the substrate surface due to adhesive surface forces.
If they were not, they were collected by the rear meniscus and
orbited around for another cycle. By altering the direction of the
gradient, there was flexibility in choosing the ultimate nanowire
orientation. Although demonstrated only for nanowires, the
technique will most probably be applicable to CNTs.
There are a number of factors [50] that must be controlled
for the Salalha et al. technique to be effective. The rear contact
line of the droplet causes changes in alignment and absorption of
the nanowires, sometimes resulting in alignments quite different
(45 off) than the direction of the thermocapillary motion. The
study also found that due to the use of rectangular microchannel
cross sections, a sink-source-like flow developed along the microchannel corners, causing a small percentage of nanowires to
be concentrated in corners. Finally, the surface had to be appropriately patterned, which will vary depending on the type of
devices to be constructed.
Overall, fluidic-assisted assembly has a number of control
issues. Perhaps most importantly, even though alignment of
nanowires with respect to the fluid flow direction is adequate,
the separation between the individual nanowires is quite random
(Fig. 19). This makes us believe that if used, most applications
involving fluidic alignment would require combination with another technique in order to achieve precise positioning control
along both planar axes.
C. Dielectrophoretic (DEP) Manipulation
Dielectrophoresis is the movement of neutral particles in a
nonuniform electric field due to the frequency dependant polarization of these particles in the electric field [51]. Smith et al.
[52] used a DEP assisted assembly technique to position individual nanowires onto the surface of a dielectric layer. As with
other techniques initially demonstrated using nanowires, Smith
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Fig. 19. Random distribution of nanowires aligned in the flow direction. The
scale bar is 2 m in length [50].

Fig. 21. Computationally resolved electric field gradient for a set of rounded
electrodes showing the lack of dielectrophoretic force in the region of overlap
between the electrodes and an MWCNT [55].

Fig. 20. (Left) Top and cross section views of the electrode structures used
in field assisted assembly; (right) random distribution of vertically aligned
nanowires across the electrode fingers [52].

et al. suggested that dielectrophoresis alignments can also be applied to metallic CNTs. Their strategy involved first depositing
metal electrodes by liftoff onto a SiO substrate (Fig. 20). These
metal electrodes consisted of lithographically patterned interdigitated fingers made up of 50 nm Ti/150 nm Au. A layer of silicon nitride was then deposited by PECVD over the electrodes to
prevent the formation of a short circuit by the nanowires during
the assembly process. A narrow trench was etched immediately
above the fingers to increase the field strength in this area above
the electrodes (Fig. 20, left). As an alternating voltage ranging
was applied to the electrodes, a suspension
from 5 to 70
of nanowires was dispensed onto the silicon nitride layer. The
resulting nanowire alignment is shown in Fig. 20 (right). The
at
electrode to the left was applied with a voltage of 30
a frequency of 1 kHz relative to the right grounded electrode;
200-nm diameter Au nanowires were used.
Alignment occurred in a direction perpendicular to interdigitated fingers over the thinned layer of silicon nitride. The length
of time required for alignment decreased as the root mean square
(rms) voltage was increased. The nanowires were distributed
randomly along the electrode fingers. To achieve alignment at
fixed locations, small square electrodes were deposited on top

of the thinned silicon nitride layer at the center of the electrode fingers. Capacitive coupling between the lower and the
upper electrodes resulted in an electric field strength that was
higher near the top center electrodes than in the surrounding
areas [52]. The resulting nanowires were aligned along the centers of the interdigitated fingers, bridging alternating pairs of
;
adjacent electrodes. Voltages must be kept low
otherwise, random alignment along the fingers as observed previously would occur.
Electrode size and geometry are two decisive factors in determining the precision with which nanotubes can be positioned.
Sharper nanoelectrode tips provide a more sharply defined local
maximum in the electric field and the nanotubes preferentially
align in these regions [53]. Also, longer nanotubes move more
easily than shorter nanotubes and impurity particles at higher
frequencies in the electric field due to the increased length of
the dipole moment [54], thus by controlling DEP frequency it
can be assured that nanotubes and not impurity particulates will
span the electrode gap.
Using DEP to trap nanotubes that are longer than the electrode gap, one would encounter problems due to the lack of
dielectrophoretic force where the nanotube overlaps the electrodes (Fig. 21). Chung et al. [55] solved this problem by using
a composite DC/AC field. Thus, the AC field attracted the nanotubes to their desired location while the DC field trapped them
by electrostatic attraction. With a ratio of the DC field to the AC
field of 0.348 at 5 MHz, they were able, with this technique, to
achieve a single MWNT spanning the electrode gap with a 90%
success rate.
A further refinement on the DEP positioning technique is
the deposition of another layer of electrodes on top of the already DEP-trapped CNTs. Evoy et al. reported that after DEPtrapping CNTs using 100-nm-thick Ni/Cr bottom electrodes,
a final lithography step is performed, to deposit 100-nm-thick
top electrodes over the aligned nanotubes [56]. This additional
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step serves two purposes. First, it improves the contact resistance between the CNT and the surrounding electrode assembly.
Second, it “clamps” the nanotubes in place.
In addition to positioning, DEP has shown promise for the
separation of nanotubes with different chiralities. Krupke et al.
[57] have shown that semiconducting nanotubes can be separated from metallic nanotubes using DEP by exploiting the differences in their relative dielectric constants with respect to the
solvent. The limiting factor in their separation process was that
SWNTs dispersed in solvent tended to form bundles instead of
individual tubes; thus, each bundle likely had both semiconducting and metallic tubes present.
The DEP process is promising due to precise manipulation
of CNTs in a noncontact manner [58], although for this use it is
vital to ensure the nanotubes are long enough to span the electrode gaps. For short nanotubes of a few hundred nanometers,
an additional drawback is the requirement of extensive electron-beam lithography, which is a low-throughput process, to
fabricate electrodes with a separation small enough such that
the tubes can span the electrode gap [47].
D. Nanorobotic Manipulation
Nanorobotic manipulation involves the direct pick-and-place
approach, individually directing CNTs for the creation of a device. Two main types of nanorobotic manipulation systems are
based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
AFM is one of the most important instruments serving as an
interface between the macro and nano worlds, using a micro
cantilever beam with a sharp tip to “feel” a sample surface.
Deflections of the cantilever beam are typically detected by
optical means. Using AFM as a sensor as well as a manipulator,
nanomanipulation of nano objects were demonstrated [59].
However, AFM-based nanomanipulation is severely limited by
an extremely low throughput and an inability of performing
truly simultaneous imaging and manipulation. Performing
nanomanipulation inside an SEM/TEM is a much more powerful technique, allowing for manipulating nanoscaled materials
while providing simultaneous imaging capability.
Fukuda et al. [60] suggested that the main steps comprising
this technique include preparation of nano building blocks, characterization of their properties, their placement with nanometerscale resolution, and finally connecting the building blocks to
form the final device. The enabling technologies for this technique are nanorobotic manipulators with multiple degrees of
freedom, multiple independently actuated manipulators, and a
real-time visual observation system. A nanorobotic system was
constructed using piezoelectric-based nanomanipulators and a
scanning electron microscope. The system operated with a subnanometer positioning resolution [60], demonstrating the ability
to pick up an individual MWNT with an AFM cantilever tip and
measure elasticity by buckling the tube. Furthermore, one end
of a MWNT was positioned on the substrate, while the other end
was on the cantilever tip. Moving the cantilever tip caused the
MWNT to stretch and eventually rupture, leading to a method
of destructive formation of sharpened MWNT tips.
Hone et al. [61] presented a nanorobotic process that aims
towards the precise placement of a CNT with a specific set of
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characteristics. First, SWNTs were grown via CVD across a
gap etched in a silicon wafer. The substrate was then used as
a SWNT “cartridge” from which nanotubes can be taken. An
AFM cantilever tip was used for manipulating the nanotubes,
while simultaneously an SEM was used to image and guide the
manipulation process. Once the nanotube was moved to the desired location using the AFM cantilever, the SEMs electronbeam was focused at the junction between the CNT and the substrate thus “welding” the nanotube into place.
Thus far, nanomanipulation is not suitable for large-scale
manufacturing of NEMS devices; rather, it is extensively
used in investigating fundamental properties and constructing
proof-of-concept prototype devices [60]. For this type of research, nanorobotic manipulation provides flexibility. Using
nanorobotic manipulation techniques, an individual CNT can be
deformed through bending [62] or kinking [63], can be moved
through sliding [64] or rolling [65], and can be broken [66].
Furthermore, by separating the high-temperature synthesis of
CNTs from the creation of the nanodevice, substrates such as
glass, plastics and CMOS chips can be used and compatibility
can be maintained.
Looking towards large-scale manufacturing of NEMS
devices, there are two main challenges for the nanorobotic
manipulation approach. First, processes or control algorithms
must be developed that are able to autonomously identify and
work with CNTs of different sizes and properties, thereby
selecting appropriate CNTs and positioning them without
constant human intervention. Second, the low throughput of
contemporary nanorobotic manipulation must be addressed, for
example, through the adoption and control of dense arrays of
end effectors for simultaneous, parallel manipulation [67].
VI. CARBON NANOTUBE-BASED SENSORS
We now present a survey of sensors that take advantage of
the remarkable properties of CNTs. Typical of an emerging and
rapidly developing field, there exist a multitude of proof-of-concept prototypes. However, less consideration has thus far been
given to mass-production or field operation.
A. Temperature Sensors
Wood and Wagner [68] showed that CNTs embedded in
polymer matrices exhibit a shift in the Raman
band with
temperature. Fig. 22 shows the relationship between the peak
position and the equilibrium temperature. It can be observed
band increases with decreasing temthat the wavenumber of
peratures as the nanotubes experience compression. Although
these results demonstrate the possibility of using composite
materials for temperature sensing, further work is required to
improve the measurement repeatability. Specifically, the types
of CNTs embedded within the polymer must be of a consistent
type, in terms of chirality, diameter, length and number of
walls. Furthermore, the dispersion and interconnectivity of the
CNT network must also be relatively constant throughout the
composite.
Relying on electrical properties rather than Raman shifts,
Fung et al. [69] proposed a batch-fabrication technique for
thermal sensors that used bundles of MWNTs as sensing elements. Using the DEP manipulation technique, they reported a
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Fig. 22. SWNTs embedded in polycarbonate upon cooling [68].

70% success rate in placing the MWNT bundles onto fabricated
Au electrodes. However, the results for the various individual
sensors yielded resistance ranges from several k to several
hundred k . Similarly to the Wood and Wagner difficulties [70],
this undesired variance was due to the unpredictability of using
bundles of MWNTs and the inability to select whether metallic
or semiconducting nanotubes were used.
B. Flow Sensors
Ghosh et al. [71] presented a CNT-based flow sensor that
is based on the generation of a current/voltage in a bundle of
SWNTs when it was in contact with a flowing liquid. This induced current/voltage was earlier predicted by Kral and Shapiro
in their theoretical investigation [72]. When the flow of free
charged carrier induced in any material, an electric current is
generated. In the case of CNTs, this generation is due to the
transfer of momentum from the flowing liquid molecules so as
to have a dragging effect on the free charge carriers in the nanotubes [71]. Although the predicted relationship between the
electric current and the fluid flow velocity is linear, Ghosh et
al. found experimentally that the induced voltage in fact fit logarithmic velocity dependence over nearly six decades of velocity [71]. The ionic conductivity and the polar nature of the
liquid have great influence over the magnitude of the generated
m/s, saturation
voltage. For flow velocities of the order of
of the induced voltage was observed. The data collected was
fitted empirically to a logarithmic equation. The experimental
work by Ghosh et al. presented the great potential for CNTs as
sensitive NEMS flow sensors.
C. Chemical Sensors
Kong et al. reported that at ambient temperatures, semiconducting SWNTs act as sensitive chemical sensors [73]. A single
semiconducting SWNT was held in place by two electrodes.
The electrodes were either Ti and/or Au. Using the two metal
pads for electrical measurements, Kong et al. found that the
conductivity of the semiconducting SWNT changed dramatically over several orders of magnitude when exposed to nitrogen
oxide NO and ammonia NH . Three orders of magnitude
increase in conductivity was observed within 10 s after exposure
of the SWNT to 200 ppm NO . The conductivity of the SWNT
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decreased by two orders within 2 min when the SWNT was exposed to a 1% NH vapor [73].
It was explained that these responses were due to the charge
transfer between the p-type semiconducting SWNT and the
electron-donating NH or electron-withdrawing NO gas. Hole
carriers were increased in the SWNT as it interacted with the
NO gas, causing an increase in conductance. The interaction
with the NH gas produced an opposite effect. Semiconducting
SWNT gas sensor could be applied to other gases with electron
donating or accepting capabilities. For example, as Collins et
al. demonstrated, CNTs undergo dramatic electrical resistance
changes in the presence of oxygen [16].
Many existing chemical sensors have the capability of
sensing NO and NH . However, these semiconducting metal
oxide sensors must operate at high temperatures (up to 600 )
for high sensitivity. In contrast, SWNT chemical sensors show
strong responses even at room temperature, which is highly desired. However, the disadvantage with using a SWNT chemical
sensor is that it needs to take several hours to release the analyte
at room temperature before another sensing operation can be
performed. This slow recovery remains a major drawback for
nanotubes-based chemical sensors [73].
Li et al. addressed the concern of long recovery time with
a sensor composed of SWNTs cast onto an interdigitated electrode [74]. The device, which had a detection limit of 44 ppb for
NO and 262 ppb for nitrotoluene, offers a detection response
time on the order of seconds, similar to the sensor presented in
[73]. The improvement is in recovery time, which was found to
be on the order of minutes, by using ultraviolet light illumination to decrease the desorption-energy barrier. Sensing does not
depend on the use of individual SWNTs, but rather a network or
mesh of nanotubes, providing a large density and effective electrical contacts. Importantly, the variation in sensitivity between
devices was found to be 6%, which demonstrates reproducibility
superior to metal oxide or polymer-based sensors [75], [76].
The use of SWNT as chemical sensors has also been shown
for other gases, with Chopra et al. demonstrating sensitivity to
CO, N , He, O , and Ar, in addition to verifying the aforementioned NH detection [77]. The device did not use changes in the
electrical conductivity of the CNTs; rather, a circular disk resonator was constructed, which was coated with degassed nanotubes. These degassed nanotubes changed their dielectric constant when exposed to a gas. The authors reported a sensitivity of
about 100 ppm and a response time smaller than contemporary
sensors. The requirement for degassed nanotubes presents a limitation in terms of operating conditions, needing relatively high
Torr . Howtemperatures (125 C) and low pressures
ever, as other designs show [78], this is not an insurmountable problem. The detection of gases such as O and CO was
demonstrated at room temperature conditions.
D. Biosensors
Techniques for molecular detection in biomedical applications must overcome the challenges of tissue penetration and the
natural autofluorescent background of tissue and whole-blood
media. To this end, near-infrared light between 0.9 and 1.3 eV
has been used, for its greater penetration and for overcoming
autofluorescence. Barone et al. used SWNTs for the creation
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of such molecular detection sensors [79], taking advantage of
the fact that CNTs fluoresce in the near infrared [80], a region in which human tissue and biological fluids are particularly
transparent. A -D-glucose-sensing model system was demonstrated, using an ultrasonicated and purified nanotube solution
dialysed against surfactant-free buffer in the presence of glucose oxidase. This produces a porous layer of protein at the nanotube surface, which, in turn, interacts with the target analyte
to moderate the fluorescence of the CNT. As the authors noted
this approach has significant biomedical applications, including
the construction of protein-nanotube sensors, DNA hybridization sensors, and active biomarkers.
Surface modification of nano-structures can be used for DNA
detection, as demonstrated by Hahm and Lieber [81]. Using
peptide nucleic acid receptors designed to recognize a specific
mutation in a cystic fibrosis gene, the sensor was able to identify
fully complementary versus mismatched DNA samples at extremely low concentrations. Although this very sensitive sensor
was based on a silicon nanowire, the authors noted that given appropriate control over nanotube diameter and electrical properties, the same approach can be used for nanotube-based sensors.
Dai and P. He chemically attached a single-strand DNA chain
onto the surface of a CNT suspended on gold electrodes [82]. As
in [81], this DNA-targeting surface modification allowed for the
detection of complementary DNA and/or target DNA chains of
specific sequences. Furthermore, thermally denaturing the complementary DNA from the nanotube surface allowed the sensor
to be continuously reused. These studies point towards applications using nanotubes as sensing elements for biomedical analysis and diagnosis.
E. Pressure Sensors
Wood and Wagner [68] first demonstrated the potential
of SWNTs as molecular and macroscopic pressure sensors.
By using a diamond anvil cell, high hydrostatic pressures
were applied to SWNTs. At the same time, the micro-Raman
spectroscopy was recorded. The Raman spectra of specific
materials show definite features that remain constant in air [i.e.,
certain peak intensities (bands) always occur at certain Raman
wavenumbers]. In the case of the Wagner and Wood experiments [68], the Raman spectrum of the CNTs was monitored
under different pressures to observe shifts in the various Raman
bands. The use of macroscopic pressure in the diamond anvil
cell allowed for the manipulation of the nanotube structures
for comparison with the band shifts derived from the internal
pressures of the fluid media. They found that the disorder-induced Raman peak of SWNTs (
band, 2610 cm in air)
shifted significantly as pressure was applied, relative to the
corresponding peak in air (Fig. 23). There is some variance
present in the measured wavenumbers, most probably due to
the use of a bulk sample of CNTs, which contains nanotubes
with large variations of properties such as chirality and diameter. Overall, since the observed shifts in Raman peaks are
highly reversible, there is great potential for the use of CNTs
in pressure sensing based on the mechanism of Raman band
shifts, although the nanotubes’ property-consistency issues still
need to be resolved.
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Fig. 23. Frequency shift of the
band in the Raman spectrum upon immersion of SWNT in various liquids [68].

Fig. 24. Fabrication process flow for a CNT-based MEMS pressure sensor chip
[83].

Fung et al. [83] developed a pressure sensor based on the
piezoresitive properties of multiwalled CNTs. They used DEP
to position a network of MWCNTs across a PMMA membrane,
which was fabricated as indicated in Fig. 24. The deflection
of the membrane under pressure caused a bending in the nanotubes. Gold electrodes were used with gap separations from 3
to 10 m for DEP trapping. The advantage of this process is that
since the entire device can be made through conventional micromachining processes, manufacturing the device can be done
without resorting to low throughput electron-beam lithography.
The disadvantage is that since the electrodes are relatively large,
it is difficult to reproducibly obtain a single tube or a controlled
number of tubes across the electrode gap. This, combined with
the fact that the chiral properties of MWNTs are less well defined and that bundles of tubes instead of individual tubes were
formed across the gap, would limit the reproducibility of the resistivity/pressure relationship across devices.
F. Mass Sensors
Volodin et al. [84] developed a mechanical resonant sensor
using a coiled multiwalled CNT as a resonator. The structure
for this device is a coiled MWCNT suspended between a pair
of electrodes. The device was fabricated by locating a coiled
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Fig. 26. G-band peak position for SWNTs in CNT film as a function of tensile
strain (adapted from [89]).

Fig. 25. SEM image shows (a) the coiled nanotube resonator originally, (c) and
with added mass; (b), (d) the shift in the resonance frequency for the tw0 cases
is shown to their right [84].

MWCNT on a substrate and then using electron-beam lithography and liftoff to define a pair of electrodes in contact with
the coiled nanotube. Fig. 25 shows the device both unloaded
[Fig. 25(a)] and with a carbon soot particle attached [Fig. 25(c)].
A radio-frequency (RF) circuit was connected to the electrodes
to prove a measure of the generated signals and for generating
excitations in the resonator. The frequency response of the resonator to an excitation caused by an AFM tip was obtained.
Frequency response was also obtained for the same excitation
after loading the resonator with carbon soot particles. It can
be seen that the frequency response of the circuit after loading
[Fig. 25(d)] shows the resonance peak shifts [Fig. 25(c)]. This
demonstrates that such a device can prove useful for measuring
masses in the range of 10 attograms; however, significant work
would be required to obtain a reliable excitation method without
using an AFM tip and external excitation sources. Additionally,
the limited availability of coiled nanotubes would need to be addressed for such devices to gain practical usage.
Sazonova et al. reported self-detecting nanotube resonators
[85], taking advantage of CNTs’ ability to act as transistors.
The device was constructed by growing a CNT between drain
and source electrodes, suspended over a 500-nm-deep trench.
Beneath this setup lies the gate, which uses an AC voltage to
produce an oscillatory motion in the suspended nanotube. A
resonance frequency of 55 MHz was measured, along with a
quality factor of 80. Furthermore, by applying a DC offset via
the gate, the nanotube was placed under tension, which, in turn,
changed its oscillation frequency. The authors were thus able
to tune the device, obtaining a resonant frequency that could
be scaled from 3 to 200 MHz. The force sensitivity of the device is 1 fN/Hz , which is within an order of magnitude of
the best force sensitivity ever measured at room temperature
achieved by Jenkins et al. with magnetic-tipped
(0.1 fN/Hz
silicon cantilevers [86]). The limiting factor is thermal vibration. Sazonova et al. predicted that at low temperatures of 1 K,
forces below 5 aN could be detected, matching the highest sensitivities yet reported, which were achieved using ultrathin silicon
cantilevers [87].

G. Macroscopic Strain Sensors
The strong dependence of the SWNT’s Raman band structure
on mechanical deformations serves as the basis for the development of nanotube-based strain sensors. Zhao et al. [88] used
CNTs embedded in a polymer to measure stress present in the
polymer. They showed the potential of SWNT as strain sensors
by relating the stress/strain of the nanotubes to the Raman band
shift, although the complex setup makes it less practical for field
operations. Li et al. [89] furthered this effort by using thin films
of nanotubes as strain sensors. With the use of CNT films with
isotropic properties applied to structural surfaces, macroscopic
strain of the structure can be measured. In addition to using
Raman spectroscopy to measure strain, they also showed that
the voltage across the nanotube film varied with the strain on the
film. The voltage/strain relationships are promising for practical
applications because of the simpler setup involved. Such integration of CNT films into different materials not only results in
sensors but can also achieve structural reinforcement.
In their experiments, Li et al. [89] attached a CNT film with
randomly orientated bundles of SWNTs to a rubber strip using
high-strength epoxy. The rubber strip was then loaded with
tensile forces in order to induce axial strain in the nanotube
film. A conventional strain gauge was applied to the other
side of the specimen to measure the strain transferred to the
film. Raman spectroscopy as well as four-point contact voltage
measurements was performed on the film at different applied
strain levels.
Fig. 26 shows results of the Raman wavenumber shift of the
G band as a function of tensile strain. It can clearly be observed
that an increase in tensile strain of the CNT films is accompanied by a decrease in the Raman wavenumber of the G band (i.e.,
a downward shift of the G band mode peak). Although the data
is scattered, the general trend is clear. Fig. 27 shows results of
the measured voltage-strain relationship. Li et al. concluded that
strain in the nanotubes altered its electrical properties; therefore,
CNT films can function as macroscopic strain sensors. The variability observed in both Figs. 26 and 27 arises from the nanotube film’s disparity in properties such as constituent CNTs
and CNT interconnectivity. Since four-point contact measurements in the experiments were performed at different locations
of the film, differences in wavenumbers and voltages were obtained. As the authors noted, further work is necessary to re-
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sensors. The vast majority of the surveyed devices were only
in the prototype stage. Indeed, the process by which many of
these devices were manufactured does not lend itself well to
mass production. Thus, while prototypes have been showcased
displaying remarkable advances, engineering research must be
conducted before batches of reproducible, high-performance,
cost-effective nanotube-based NEMS sensors can be produced
and put into field operation, which is a current focus in the
NEMS area.
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